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Abortion is
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ﬁnal weeks
governor’s r

Legislature could d

bills before election
Marc Levy Associated Press

The politics of abortion c
cially prominent this fall a
Gov. Tom Wolf and Republic
ner hit the ﬁnal stretch of Pe
gubernatorial campaign.
A changing U.S. Supreme C
suits winding through federa
sure to put abortion rights fro
in governor’s races, including
nia, where Wolf and Wagner a
sides of abortion bills that co
in the Legislature.
Wolf, a staunch suppor
tion rights, vetoed a bill last
shorten Pennsylvania’s curre
tion limit from 24 weeks to
tively ban dilation and eva
most common method of se
ter abortion.
Wagner voted for the 20-w
he resigned from his state S
June. Wagner also backs a “h
in Pennsylvania’s Legislatu
ban abortions after the detec
heartbeat, usually at around
pregnancy, and a bill prohibit
on the basis of Down syndro
paign said.
Debates before the Nov. 6 e
happen in Harrisburg and Wa
Pennsylvania’s Republica
Senate has scheduled nine se
September and October in w
A potentially toxic blue-green algae bloom is seen in Provo Bay in Provo, Utah, on June 12. Researchers and oﬃcials across the country say
advance the Down syndrome
increasingly frequent toxic algae blooms are a byproduct of global warming. They point to looming questions about their eﬀects on human
Meanwhile, President Do
health. Rick Egan, The Salt Lake Tribune
nomination of Brett Kavanau
Supreme Court is expected to
U.S. Senate in September or O
Tom James Associated Press
The appointment of the
Kavanaugh has raised fears
Small studies have linked exposure to liver cancer. One
S A L E M , O R E G O N — The words blasted to cellphones
tion rights supporters that t
around Oregon’s capital city were ominous: “Civil emer- toxin is classiﬁed as a carcinogen, while others have pointed
will overturn the 1973 Roe v
to potential links to neurodegenerative disease. Deﬁnitively
gency. Prepare for action.”
establishing a nationwide righ
Within half an hour, a second oﬃcial alert clariﬁed the proving those links will require larger studies, said CarmiThat theoretically would lea
subject wasn’t impending violence but toxins from an algae chael, who helped the World Health Organization set the
to decide to what extent to k
ﬁrst safe exposure standards for the toxins.
bloom, detected in Salem’s water supply.
legal.
“It’s absolutely certain in my mind that warming temAcross the U.S., reservoirs that supply drinking water and
No state has sought a com
lakes used for recreation are experiencing similar events peratures are going to end up causing more of these algal
abortion in recent years. Bu
with growing frequency. The trend represents another blooms,” said Steven Chapra, an environmental engineering
from an appeal to the U.S. Su
impact of global warming and raises looming questions professor at Tufts University in Massachusetts.
are court cases litigating var
Chapra led a team including scientists from the Massaabout the eﬀects on human health, researchers say.
other states to restrict access
“When water bodies warm up earlier and stay warmer chusetts Institute of Technology and the U.S. Environmental
Pennsylvania’s Legislatur
longer ... you increase the number of incidents,” said Wayne Protection Agency in one of the most comprehensive studties that identify as “pro-life,
Carmichael, a retired Ohio professor specializing in the ies of the interplay between global warming and the blooms,
Wagner would bring hope to
published in 2017.
organisms. “That’s just logical, and it’s being borne out.”
tion movement.
Because they prefer warm water, the organisms receive
Technically called cyanobacteria, the ancient class of
One important question is
organisms that create the blooms are present nearly every- help from higher summer temperatures and repeated heat
lawmakers who call thems
where water is found but thrive in warm, still bodies like waves. Also, more frequent droughts cause reservoirs to be
would go to limit abortion —
lakes and ponds. They also create a unique class of toxins, shallower in summer, allowing them to warm faster.
— if they think Wagner would
And more intense rainstorms, also connected to climate
the impact of which on humans is only partly understood.
“It is a good question: When
Long linked to animal deaths, high doses of the toxins in change, can wash more nutrients into lakes and reservoirs,
ters, will they still be there?”
humans can cause liver damage and attack the nervous sys- especially from farms that spread nitrogen and phosphoMcMonagle, the president o
tem. In the largest outbreaks, hundreds have been sickened rous-rich fertilizers into the soil.
Coalition of Pennsylvania.
Utah only recently began carefully logging the blooms,
by blooms in reservoirs and lakes.
The 20-week abortion bil
But less is known about exposure at lower doses, espe- but one fact is already clear: The blooms are becoming more
121 votes in the House and 32
intense.
cially over the long term.
not enough to override Wolf’s
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